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new learning methods ?














http://edutech.ch (111 evaluation criterions)
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 Renewal in the education schemes at EPFL
 Interactive modules for mechanical engineering 
practice based on new learning technologies
Who ? 
 Educators in mechanical engineering
 Specialists in new learning technologies
 Advisers in pedagogy and didactics
 IT Development Team
Synergies and Multidisciplinarity
The eMersion Project






Learning by Trial and Error
 Hybrid Experimentation
simulation • animation • manipulation
 Involvement • Collaboration
Flexibility in Experimentation
 Context, content, place and time
Modularity & Reusability
 Content • Standard technologies: Java, XML, …
Methodological Focus


















































 Automatic Control Practice in 4 Engineering Majors
States and Measurements














Rheology of living tissues
 Traditional curricula and continuing education
























•2 or 3D visualization
•Animations
•p and v ﬁelds
Fluid Mechanics






Enabling Immersion into Knowledge
 Trial and error scheme for involvement
 On line experiments for ﬂexibility
Simulation • Animation • Manipulation




Collaboration environments: Lab journals
Concluding Remarks
